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Imaging the Cheops Pyramid (Solid Mechanics and Its Applications)Springer, 2011

	In this book Egyptian Archeology  and Mathematics meet.


	The author is an expert in theories and applications in Solid Mechanics and Inverse Problems, a former professor at Ecole Polytechnique and now works with Electricité de France on maintenance operations on nuclear power plants. In the Autumn of 1986, after the...
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Barcodes for Mobile DevicesCambridge University Press, 2010

	From inventory management in stores to automotive part tracking in assembly plants, barcodes are one of the most prevalent automatic identification and data capture technologies. This book provides a complete introduction to barcodes for mobile devices, presenting the most relevant and up-to-date information previously unavailable elsewhere...
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Alternative Energy Sources (Green Energy and Technology)Springer, 2012

	Alternative Energy Sources is designed to give the reader, a clear view of the role each form of alternative energy may play in supplying the energy needs of the human society in the near future (20-50 years).


	The two first chapters on "energy demand and supply" and "environmental effects," set the tone as to...
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Real-Time Systems Design and Analysis: Tools for the PractitionerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The leading text in the field explains step by step how to write software that responds in real time


	From power plants to medicine to avionics, the world increasingly depends on computer systems that can compute and respond to various excitations in real time. The Fourth Edition of Real-Time Systems Design and...
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Naturally Occurring Bioactive Compounds, Volume 3 (Advances in Phytomedicine)Elsevier Limited, 2006

	This timely book provides an overview of natural products/botanicals used for the management of insect-pest and diseases. It will help readers to update and widen their knowledge about natural products and their bio-activities against plant pathogens. The volume explores activity, chemistry, toxicity and geographic distribution of plants....
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Ethnobotany: Application of Medicinal PlantsCRC Press, 2018

	
		Ethnobotany includes the traditional use of plants in different fields like medicine and agriculture. This book incorporates important studies based on ethnobotany of different geographic zones. The book covers medicinaland aromatic plants, ethnopharmacology, bioactive molecules, plants used in cancer, hypertension, disorders of the...
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Practical Troubleshooting of Electrical Equipment and Control Circuits (Practical Professional Books from Elsevier)Newnes, 2004
There is a large gap between what you learn in college and the practical knowhow demanded in the working environment, running and maintaining electrical equipment and control circuits. Practical Troubleshooting Of Electrical Equipment and Control Circuits focuses on the hands-on knowledge and rules-of-thumb that will help engineers and employers by...
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Natural Products: Drug Discovery and Therapeutic MedicineHumana Press, 2005

	A fresh examination of the past successes of natural products as medicines and their new future from both conventional and new technologies. High-performance liquid chromatography profiling, combinatorial synthesis, genomics, proteomics, DNA shuffling, bioinformatics, and genetic manipulation all now make it possible to rapidly evaluate the...
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Predictive Maintenance in Dynamic Systems: Advanced Methods, Decision Support Tools and Real-World ApplicationsSpringer, 2019

	This book provides a complete picture of several decision support tools for predictive maintenance. These include embedding early anomaly/fault detection, diagnosis and reasoning, remaining useful life prediction (fault prognostics), quality prediction and self-reaction, as well as optimization, control and self-healing techniques. It shows...
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Becoming a Tiger: How Baby Animals Learn to Live in the WildHarper Perennial, 2004

	It's a jungle out there. And survival is never a given. Somehow, a blind, defenseless tiger kitten must evolve into a deadly, efficient predator; a chimp must learn to distinguish edible plants from lethal poisons; a baby buffalo must be able to pick its mother out of a herd of hundreds. Contrary to common belief, not everything is...
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Introduction to Computational Genomics: A Case Studies ApproachCambridge University Press, 2007
Where did SARS come from? Have we inherited genes from Neanderthals? How do plants use their internal clock? The genomic revolution in biology enables us to answer such questions. But the revolution would have been impossible without the support of powerful computational and statistical methods that enable us to exploit genomic data. Many...
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Steam Generators: Description and DesignSpringer, 2008
The contents of this book originates from 35 years of teaching Steam Generators to graduate students at the Politecnico of Milan, Italy and from 45 years of professional activity in this area. This book has been written for practising designers, users, and engineers of steam generators in order to guide them through practical problems and help...
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